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   Introducing WEquil Capital and the Brain Trust

Welcome to WEquil Capital and thank you for your interest! We are a decentralized learning com-
munity of investors seeking to grow human, financial, and digital capital. You are welcome to follow 
along through this publication, our in-depth research, and podcasts. We also invite you to join our 
ongoing discussions via Discord, Twitter Spaces, and Happy Hour!

The purpose of this weekly publication is to help you gain the best insights we can bring on markets, 
technologies, people, and driving value creation in human systems. We are a “Hive Mind” of collab-
orators covering all asset classes with a dynamic investing strategy that evolves with reality as best 
we can articulate. We accomplish this by identifying innovative investors for our “Brain Trust” from 
a wide range of disciplines. What we share is an extreme level of curiosity and relentless pursuit of 
truth.

   Understanding the Current Investing Landscape

In this first publication we provide a broad view of how Joe McPhail, our founder and CEO of WEquil 
Group, sees the current investing landscape. Listed below are three videos published over the past 
week along with supporting research. 

The first two videos were published by Jason at Crypto Anxiety who had a wide ranging discussion 
with Joe about investing. Readers of Ark Invest will find some parallels to Cathie Wood’s “Disruptive 
Technology” thesis, but also some key differences of opinion regarding which technologies are ready 
for “prime time”. 

Crypto Anxiety - Part 1

Part one covers blockchain technologies and crypto investing strategy. We discussed the outlook for 
Bitcoin, Ethereum, and competing blockchains. We also covered our views on what gives value to 

Part 1 is available now on Crypto Anxiety’s Youtube Channel

https://youtu.be/W1E98Kw1-n4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W1E98Kw1-n4&t=72s
https://youtu.be/W1E98Kw1-n4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W1E98Kw1-n4&t=72s
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new blockchain technologies such as decentralized autonomous organizations (DAOs) and non-fun-
gible tokens (NFTs). Our views on these topics are informed by collaborations with leaders in the 
crypto space which are featured in this discussion with Juan Pablo at PleasrDAO who helped secu-
ritize the original Dogecoin NFT, and recent interviews with the founders of Tellor which trades on 
Coinbase.  

Crypto Anxiety - Part 2

Part two goes into broader investing considerations like inflation, disruptive technology, and the im-
pact of software in overcoming geographic barriers across the emerging world. We dive deeper into 
implications of the pandemic such as the forced learning experience of connecting virtually across 
the world. This shared human experience across the world has important implications for how peo-
ple live, work, and create value. The implications are informing our views on the broader macroeco-
nomic outlook and the companies and technologies we believe are best positioned to accrue value 
in coming years.

Inflation and Investing Implications

This third video was streamed yesterday in anticipation of this newsletter. Our conviction in the “Cor-
relation Regime” thesis. We first referenced this thesis in July of 2021. Essentially, this thesis comes 
down to the impact of inflation on asset classes broadly and investing implications.

Simply put, inflation destroys wealth. There are very few places one can invest to hide from inflation. 
Risks associated with higher inflation extend well beyond the loss of purchasing power for fiat cur-
rencies. Historically, periods of higher inflation also coincide with political instability, supply disrup-
tions, class-warfare, and the shaping of a new world order. Readers familiar with Ray Dalio’s thesis 
on the “New World Order” and the “Long Term Debt Cycle” will note important parallels here as well. 

Part 2 is available now on Crypto Anxiety’s Channel

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EIMlfbZFywE
https://open.spotify.com/episode/67aRYTEIAWH4Car7GxsJ56?si=d8d7cd5b20534afd
https://www.intuitecon.com/post/correlation-regimes
https://www.intuitecon.com/post/correlation-regimes
https://www.intuitecon.com/post/weekly-insight-7-16-2021
https://youtu.be/TvSe44E2Qeo
https://youtu.be/TvSe44E2Qeo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TvSe44E2Qeo
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One key difference is our views compared to that of Bridgewater is the impact of technology on 
emerging markets. We see digitization unlocking human potential everywhere. Investing in emerg-
ing markets is one implication, but which markets will be challenging. Events such as China’s po-
litical takeover of Hong Kong, and Russia threatening Ukraine point to new geopolitical risks that 
investors have not experienced since before WWII. We provide insights into this and other implica-
tions in our 42 page presentation originally published nearly two years ago. In coming weeks and 
months we will be updating this research and providing more specific considerations. 

Thank you for your interest in our weekly newsletter. We are excited to learn with you in 2022 and 
beyond. Please share feedback with us so we can make this increasingly valuable to you as we 
grow our vision for WEquil.Capital. You can connect with us and share your view on Twitter or Dis-
cord. We welcome you to our weekly Twitter Spaces discussion on Monday and our Happy Hour 
each Thursday both at 5PM EST. 

Sincerely,
Joe McPhail
CEO of WEquil Group

The presentation is available now on our Youtube Channel

FOR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES.
This article is not, and should not be regarded as investment advice or as a recommendation regarding any particular 
security or course of action.
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WEquil Capital is launching our collaborative portfolio on March 1st. Members of our Brain Trust 
will meet for discussions and debates to be able to influence how we construct our public portfolio. 
Please reach out to us if you are interested in participating in the construction of our collaborative 
portfolio!

   Join us for online discussions on our Weekly Happy Hour

 Learn more about our Brain Trust

 Receive our newsletter straight to your inbox. 
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